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Negative radioactive-ion beams of isotopes with lifetimes in excess of a few hours and electron affinities in excess of ~ 1 eV
can be efficiently generated by use of the Cs-sputter technique. Negative-ion sources based on the sputter principle are being used in a
variety of low-energy, atomic and molecular physics research applications and for batch-mode, radioactive-ion beam generation for
astrophysics and nuclear physics research.  A batch-mode Cs sputter negative-ion source, equipped with a conical-geometry, W-
surface ionizer has been designed, fabricated, and extensively evaluated that permits sample changes without disruption of on-line
accelerator operation.  The source consists of five main assemblies: the high-voltage acceleration electrode assembly; the ion source
module; the vacuum-air-lock assembly; the H2O-cooled, rotary-motion target-holder assembly; and the indexing mechanism/target
position read-out assembly. In-beam targets are identified by LED indicator-lights, derived from a fiber-optic, Gray-code, target-
position sensor.  The samples are screw attached to a Cu or Al holder that in turn, is screw attached to a H2O cooled Cu heat-sink
assembly.  The efficiency of the source for forming 9BeO– was determined off-line by bleeding O2 onto Cu/9Be alloy samples while
monitoring the 9BeO– intensity as a function of source operating parameters in preparation for on-line generation of 7Be beams for the
HRIBF nuclear-astrophysics research program. A detailed description of the source and indexing mechanism will be made and
operational parameter, ionization efficiency and emittance data, derived from extensive off-line evaluative studies, provided in this
report.
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